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Corpora of talk in interaction 
•  Currently, only few big corpora integrate large 

naturally occurring interactions (Talk Bank 
[McWhinney], Santa Barbara Corpus of Spoken 
American English [Du Bois], MOVIN corpus [Wagner], 
Institut für deutsche Sprache corpus [Depperman/
Hartung]) 

•  In traditional big corpora (e.g. BNC), the spoken part is 
largerly less developed than the written part. 
Moreover, often, transcripts only are provided (no 
audio/video signal) and they are very superficial 

•  Spoken corpora raise specific technological and 
theoretical problems, challenging written norms and 
current standards 

•  The available typology and varieties of naturalistic 
data of social interactions are very limited 

•  Very few naturalistic corpora exist for French (most 
spoken corpora are constituted by sociolinguistic 
interviews or various kinds of experimental data) 

« The essential 
characteristics of corpus-
based analysis are : 
- it is empirical, analyzing 
the actual patterns of use in 
natural texts ; 
- it utilizes a large and 
principled collection of 
natural texts, known as a 
« corpus », as the basis for 
analysis ; 
- it makes extensive use of 
computers for analysis, 
using both automatic and 
[human-computer] 
interactive techniques ; 
- it depends on both 
quantitative and qualitative 
analytical techniques »  
(Biber et alii, 1998, 4) 
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A long tradition of studies on interaction at ICAR 
•  Research lab specialized on verbal interaction since the ‘80s 
•  Beginning of a research tradition on interaction in France in the 

80s: Bange, de Gaulmyn, Cosnier, Kerbrat-Orecchioni 
•  Later on, international reference for interactional linguistics and 

conversation analysis (Mondada, Traverso), including the study 
of plurilingual interactions 

•  Also international reference for the use of video in science 
education (Tiberghien, since the 80s) and in France for the 
study of classroom interaction (Bouchard) 

•  Important projects on workplace interactions - within cognitive 
studies (Lund), activity theory (Grosjean), conversation analysis 
(Mondada, Traverso) - also taking into consideration 
technologically mediated interactions 

•  Tradition of work on gesture (Cosnier) and now international 
centre for video analysis and multimodal analysis (Mondada) 

•  Development of data bases, first for archiving purposes, and 
more and more for research purposes (TAL, computer 
linguistics, corpus linguistics) 

Interactional 
linguistics 
A multi-
dimensional 
approach:  
prosody,  
phonetics 
syntax,  
lexis,  
pragmatics,  
gesture, 
Embodiment 
 
Spoken data 
Multimodal 
resources 
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The CLAPI platform 

•  CLAPI is developed since 1999 at the ICAR research lab, by the  ICOR group 
•  Internet acces: http://clapi.univ-lyon2.fr 

Médiathèque 
archive of original tapes and materials 

 

Corpus data bank 

STORAGE 
historical         golden     private 
corpora         standard     workspace 

 

Browsers, search tools 

TOOLS 

Interoperability with other 
data bases archiving big 
corpora of spoken language 
in interaction 
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CLAPI - a data base of corpora of French in interaction 
(Corpus de LAngue Parlée en Interaction) 

•  A openly accessible database for the study of spoken language interactions: 
  CLAPI is available on-line: http://clapi.univ-lyon2.fr 
  A related website for interactional research:  

CORINTE: http://icar.univ-lyon2.fr/projets/corinte 
•  Archive: 600h of audio-video data 
•  Data base: 135h of stored data (300 recordings, 500 transcripts) 
•  Browsable data: 50h = 500.000 words in XML format (125 transcripts) 

  Aligned transcripts (text / sound-video) (streaming) 
  Original transcripts with different conventions  

–  The original form is conserved but a XML version allows for searches 
  75 descriptors as metadata 
  Diversity of documented social interactions  

•  Standards & compatibility 
  Proper XML Schema -> on-line browsable transcripts 
  Metadata: Dublin Core & OLAC compatible 
  Data: TEI compatible 
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Website CLAPI : http://clapi.univ-lyon2.fr 
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Website CORINTE : http://icar.univ-lyon2.fr/projets/corinte 
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The production of corpora: a long process 

Data  
collection 

 

Fieldwork 

Recording 
technologies 

Informed 
consent 

Digitization of 
the data 
 

Corpus 

preparation 

 

Transcriptions 

Multimodal 
annotation 

Other kind of 
annotation 

Alignment 

Anonymization 

Corpus 
description  
 

Corpus 
standardization  
for the data base 

Data Conversion 
and compression 

Systematic 
anonymization 

XML_ization  

Metadata 

Deposit convention 
with authors  

Specification of 
authorized access / 
conventions with 
users 

Corpus 
analysis 

 

Manual 
analysis 

Semi-
automatized 
analysis 

Design and 
implementation 
of search 
engines 

Implementation 
of statistic tools 
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DATA 
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A diversity of data and settings 
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Data in CLAPI 

•  Specificity: naturalistic data  
  vs. interviews, vs. experiments, …. 
  No media data (too easy to obtain + legal problems) 

•  Not only audio, but also video data  
•  Diversity of data and social settings  

  (vs. representativity) 
  Some ‘rare’ settings (e.g. dentist, divorce negotiations, workplace interactions) 
  Rich collections of ordinary data (e.g. dinner conversations) 

•  Heritage data  
  long tradition in Lyon, emeriti, ex doctoral students  
  donations from other labs, external researchers, other emeriti 

•  Newest data 
  Produced through sophisticated technologies 
  Multi-scope data (multi-sources, synchronization of multiple data) 
  Technological plateform for video recordings 
  They constitute the Golden Standard Corpus 

•  Another data base at ICAR: VISA (specialized for classroom data) 
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DATA collected within CIEL 

•  A different corpus design than CLAPI’s heritage archive 
•  Aims: comparison of resources, sequences and actions across 

different points within the Francophonie 
•  Two principles: 

  1. Activity types 
–  Dinner conversations 
–  Work interactions (EITHER with customers, patients, etc., e.g. commercial 

interactions OR among professionals, e.g. meetings) 
–  Radio debates and phone ins (local radios) 

  2. Areas 
–  Europe: F, B, CH 
–  Americas: CAN, Antilles 
–  Asia: Ile Maurice, La Réunion 
–  Africa: Egypt, Algeria, Lebanon, Senegal, Ivory Coast, Cameroun 
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ENRICHED DATA: the corpus as a complex object 
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Corpus: a complex, multiple object 

A complex 
object: 

Signal (A/V/txt/image) 

Primary data 

 
Alignment 
(synchronization) 

Secondary data 
Transcripts 

Annotations 

+ Métadata 
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Primary and secondary data  

•  Transcribing involves much more than  
•  audio/video data  

•  and their textual representation  
OR 

•  Primary data (recordings) 
•  And secondary data (transcripts)  

 

From the labile 
event… 

 

… to primary data 

.. to secondary data 
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Primary data 
EX: a meeting in an architecture 
office 
- Several views 
+ 
- manipulated plans 
- drawn sketches 
-customer’s fax 
 
i.e. 
 
• recordings 

 Audio source(s) 
 Video source(s)  
 Digitalization 
 Compression 
 Montage (multiscope) 
 Anonymization 

• other relevant objects 
 Documents, plans, images… 
 Read/changed/written… 
 other objets (screens: 
dynamic objects) 

 

Impossible d'afficher l'image. Votre ordinateur manque peut-être de mémoire pour ouvrir 
l'image ou l'image est endommagée. Redémarrez l'ordinateur, puis ouvrez à nouveau le 
fichier. Si le x rouge est toujours affiché, vous devrez peut-être supprimer l'image avant 
de la réinsérer.

Impossible d'afficher l'image. Votre ordinateur manque peut-être de mémoire pour 
ouvrir l'image ou l'image est endommagée. Redémarrez l'ordinateur, puis ouvrez à 
nouveau le fichier. Si le x rouge est toujours affiché, vous devrez peut-être supprimer 
l'image avant de la réinsérer.

Impossible d'afficher l'image. Votre ordinateur manque peut-être de mémoire pour ouvrir l'image ou 
l'image est endommagée. Redémarrez l'ordinateur, puis ouvrez à nouveau le fichier. Si le x rouge 
est toujours affiché, vous devrez peut-être supprimer l'image avant de la réinsérer.
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Secondary data 

•  Transcriptions: variants 
  Basis transcript 
  In depth transcript 
  Other versions corrected/deeped/changing  

with various focus of analysis 
  ± anonymized 
  ± aligned 
  ± annotated 

•  Transcript conventions 
•  Metadata 

  Ethnographic notes  
  Descriptions of speakers, setting, 
     activity… 
  Description of recording conditions 

•  Autorizations & informed consent 
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Data and metadata: CLAPI’s 75 descriptors 
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TRANSCRIPTS 
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CLAPI transcripts: variations 
•  A consequence of keeping heritage corpora: a diversity 

of transcript conventions 
  Different conventions for representing the same 

phenomenon 
–  Same phenomenon, different notations 
–  Different phenomena, same convention 
–  Different levels of granularity: phenomena 

decomposed in different ways 
• e.g. pauses 

  Quality problems 
–  Different levels of coherence: the same phenomenon 

transcribed in two different ways within the same 
transcript 

–  Exhaustivity: a phenomenon might be transcribed in 
some parts of the transcript, but not in other parts 

–  Different levels of precision  
  Different kinds of orthographic adaptations 

–  « notre » / « not’ »; « effectivement » / « -
ffectivement » 

Various implementations: 
- Heritage corpora with 
their original transcripts 
- Golden corpora - ICOR 
advanced transcription + 
alignment tools (CLAN, 
ELAN, Praat) 
- CIEL transcripts in Praat 

- XMLization of various 
types of transcripts 

- Adapted orthography -> 
automatic recognition of 
adapted spelling and 
transformation into 
standard orthography 
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CLAPI: not only DATA but also TOOLS 

an ARCHIVE  
of corpora  
of language in interaction 

a series of TOOLS  
for quantitative and 
automatized searches  
on corpora  
of spoken language 

Downloadable corpora 
• whole/partial corpus,  
• with/without signal,  
• needing/or not a specific convention  
depending on the autorizations 

Searchable corpora 
• simple / complex lexical searches  
• correlations between metadata and data 
• search of forms in given sequential 
positions 
• search of forms & interactional 
phenomena 
• automatic identification of repetitions 
• automatically generated frequences 
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Available tools 
• search within the data base of 

single attested tokens 
• concordances and co-

occurrences of linguistic tokens 
and of interactional phenomena 
(pauses, overlaps…) 

• repetitions 
• combinatory searches, multi-

criteria queries 
• correlations between complex 

clusters of forms and metadata 
• statistical informations regarding 

a corpus (distributions 
generated automatically) 
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Automatic searches for interactional linguistics (1) 

•  How to go beyond word searches? 
  Most of the data bases of corpora provide for simple concordances and single word 

searches; sometimes for correlations with one external parameter 

•  The challenge of multi-criteria search engines 
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Automatic searches for interactional linguistics (2) 
•  How to provide for a heuristic tool for helping to build  « collections » of 

complex interactional phenomena? 
  Reminder: a collection in Schegloff’s terms (1996) is a set of excerpts where the same formal 

features occur within a given sequential environment and perfom a specific action 
  Thus, a collection covers aspects that are easily searchable (like forms) and aspects which are 

less searchable (sequential environments) or very difficult to search (actions) 
  How to ‘translate’ sequential features into searchable items? 
  Reversely, how to build ‘sequentially’ sensitive tools ? 
  Sequentiality ---> 

–  Positions within the turn 
–  Temporal feature (pauses, overlaps) 
–  Formal resources  

•  Phenomena annotated: 
  Positions are expressed in terms of distance from between targeted items (e.g. pause + « well » 

in the next turn within the first words of the turn) 
  Pauses and overlaps are xml-tagged and allow for searches 
  For overlaps, overlapping and overlapped turns are automatically distinguished (possibility of 

searching for a particle in a turn-initial position in an overlapped turn) 
  For pauses, although they are transcribed in various ways (original conventions of the archived 

corpora are preserved - but new corpora are transcribed in the ICOR standard convention, which 
has a dtd) they are searchable as pauses, short pauses, long pauses 

  Formal resources are mainly reduced to ‘words’ (tokens) but they can be combined 
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Interface for searches with multiple criteria 

(note: it is possible to display more criteria) 
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Searching interactional phenomena: 
                                              the example of « attends » 

•  Possible searches: 

  FORMS and  

their non-standard variations:  

  POSITIONS 

–  Turn-initial, middle, turn-final 

–  Sensitive to TCU and TRP (under development) 

  INTERACTIONAL DETAILS 

–  E.g. first or second word after an overlap /  
a pause 

  MULTIMODAL DETAILS (under development) 

–  E.g. simultanous to a pointing gesture 

« -ttends », « attends »,   
« -ttendez », « attendez » 

In turn-initial position  
VS 

In the middle of the turn 

On the overlap onset / 
post-overlap resolution 

Simultaneous with a 
« stopping » gesture 
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« Attends »: some results 
•  Two sequential environments characterizing  

the distribution of « attends » 
  Turn/TCU-initial, in overlap, with « stopping » gestures,  

often in a serial form 
  In the middle of a long multi-unit turn, where an 

argumentation or a story telling is going on; where  
various stances are reported 

•  Two sets of practices accomplished through  
« attends » 

  Management of time, and of the ongoing projections  
(syntax as well as turn and action)  
in a context of disagreement about the next step 

  Argumentative moves, polyphonic stances 

•  Grammaticalization process 
  From an imperative verb 
  To a discourse particle 

•  In relation with metadata: 
  On a specific corpus (science classroom) 

Girls vs boys 
  Other forms in the same environment 

and doing the same job: « putain » 
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Future evolutions 

Even more diversity: 
•  Integration of other languages 
•  Integration of code-switching, multilingual encounters, mixed lects 
•  Integration of linguistic variation in French (CIEL) 
•  Development of multimodal standard annotations (CLARIN) 

Interoperability 
Perennity & sustainability 
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Not only one data base: the need for interoperability 

•  Already within CLAPI we have different sub-data bases 
•  Importance of being connected to other data bases 

•  Standardization is not the only and ultimate solution 
•  Standards are only partially shared 

  Eg. Variety of XML formats 
  Eg. Variety of transcript conventions 
  Eg. Variations within the metadata 

•  Solution: pivot-formats and converters 

•  Importance of evolutive formats 
  Primary data formats change 
  Transcripts evolve, new demands emerge 
  Probl. of archive perennity and sustainability 
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interoperability 

CLAPI 

TalkBank 
(totally 
interoperable) 

Corpus réf DK 
(totally 
interoperable) 

Corpus réf D 
(ongoing coll. 
on tools) 

Valibel (MOCA) 
(ongoing) 
 

PFC 
(LVTI/in fieri) 

ESLO 
(under study) 

CIEL MOCA Freiburg 
(ongoing) 

expansion 

Ongoing ollaborations with Brian MacWhinney (Carnegie Mellon U.), Johannes Wagner (SDU Odense, DK), 
Arnulf Depperman (IdS Mannheim, D), Jacques Durand (CLLE Toulouse), O. Baude (LLL Orléans), Anne-
Catherine Simon (Valibel, Louvain, B), Stefan Pfänder (Freiburg, D).  

TEI (P5) export  is 
available since 2006 
for metadata and 
transcripts 
(collaboration with 
Lou Burnard) 

Corpus de la parole 
ILF-TUL-DGLF 

(contribution to the 
archive) 
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General conclusions 

•  CLAPI, data base of naturalistic corpora of social 
interaction, aims at 
  supporting data sharing and increasing the available downloadable data 

for the scientific community interested in the study of language in a 
diversity of contexts 

  Spreading « best practices » for data collection, data transcription, 
ethical guidelines for fieldwork and corpus constitution, qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of interactional corpora (see the CORINTE web site) 

  Thinking about the impact of technology on data processing and the new 
analytical opportunities opened up by possible technological choices 

  Using technologies for the multimodal and not only the linguistic study of 
social interaction, integrating new forms of alignment and annotation 
relevant for the study of gestures and other visual conducts 

  supporting qualitative research, by offering new data to the scientific 
community 

  supporting quantitative research, by offering new tools able to browse 
large amounts of data 
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Merci beaucoup de votre attention ! 

  CLAPI - The platform of freely accessible corpora of interactions: 
  http://clapi.univ-lyon2.fr 

  CORINTE - A related website for interactional research 
   http://icar.univ-lyon2.fr/projets/corinte 


